Layered narrow band gap semiconductor Bi2Se3 is composed of heavy elements with strong spinorbital coupling (SOC), which has been identified both as a good candidate of thermoelectric material of high thermoelectric figure-of-merit (ZT ) and a topological insulator of Z2-type with a gapless surface band in Dirac cone shape. The existence of a conjugated π-bond system on the surface of each Bi2Se3 quintuple layer is proposed based on an extended valence bond model having valence electrons distributed in the hybridized orbitals. Supporting experimental evidences of a 2D conjugated π-bond system on each quintuple layer of Bi2Se3 are provided by electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) and electron density (ED) mapping through inverse Fourier transform of X-ray diffraction data. Quantum chemistry calculations support the π-bond existence between partially filled 4pz orbitals of Se via side-to-side orbital overlap positively. The conjugated π-bond system on the surface of each quintuple Bi2Se3 layer is proposed being similar to that found in graphite (graphene) and responsible for the unique 2D conduction mechanism. The van der Waals (vdW) attractive force between quintuple layers is interpreted being coming from the anti-ferroelectrically ordered effective electric dipoles which are constructed with π-bond trimer pairs on Se-layers across the vdW gap of minimized Coulomb repulsion.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Bi 2 Se 3 and Bi 2 Te 3 are layered materials consisting of closely packed quintuple layers of Bi-Se(Te) with van der Waals (vdW) gaps in between.
1 Both compounds are composed of heavy elements of expected strong spinorbit coupling (SOC) and have been explored intensely as a good candidate of material with high thermoelectric figure-of-merit ZT .
2 Bi 2 Se 3 has also been classified as a typical Z 2 -type topological insulator, 3 i.e., an insulator (semiconductor) with time reversal symmetry-protected topological orders and a unique mechanism of surface conduction. Close relationships between thermoelectric material and topological insulator has been identified repeatedly since. 4 The discovery of topological insulators has been one of the most important breakthroughs in condensed matter physics over the past decade. Similar to graphene as an ideal 2D material of monoatomic thickness, 5 Kane and Mele first suggested that a Dirac-cone-shaped surface band can also be found in this novel class of material. 6 Many topological insulators have been predicted through theoretical calculations and subsequently verified experimentally by the angle resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) leading to the 2016 Nobel prize in physics. 7, 8 However, the fundamental physical properties of topological insulators have been explored mainly in the energy-momentum space theoretically and experimentally, a real space view to understand the meaning of a topological phase and its unique surface electron configuration is highly desirable, especially with the purpose on designing more topological insulators suitable for device application through material engineering from the chemical aspect.
We find that a real space view of chemical bonding from the hybridized molecular orbital perspective is helpful to explain the puzzling nature of surface conduction for an insulator having a symmetry-protected topological phase. Here, by examining the real space bonding electron distribution of Bi 2 Se 3 through the inverse Fourier transform of X-ray diffraction data, we are able to interpret the electron density (ED) mapping of Bi 2 Se 3 with an extended valence bond model containing both σ-and π-bonds reasonably, which allows the electron counts in the chemical bond consistently from both the chemical and physical perspectives.
The existence of σ-and π-bonds is supported by the electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) via a reasonable electron counts on bonding electrons in collective resonance. Surface π-bond is proposed to be formed among Se atoms on both sides of each quintuple layer with instantaneous side-to-side orbital overlap of halffilled lobes of hybridized sp 3 d 2 orbital. When many quintuple layers of Bi 2 Se 3 are stacked into a bulk, the conjugated π-bonds could form effective electric dipoles across the vdW gap with anti-ferroelectrically ordered π-bond pairs under quantum fluctuation, which is the origin of vdW force.
II. EXTENDED VALENCE BOND MODEL OF Bi2Se3
The crystal structure of Bi 2 Se 3 can be described as Bi and Se atoms packed in ABCABC stacking as cubic close packing (ccp), in contrast to the ABAB stacking of hexagonal close packing (hcp), which has a space group R3m containing vdW gap between quintuple layers, as shown in Fig. 1 10 4s 2 4p 4 4d 0 ) atoms are packed in octahedral coordination, we propose that each quintuple unit of Bi 2 Se 3 can be described fully by the hybridization of sp-d orbitals (n=6 for Bi and n=4 for Se) to preserve the octahedral coordination having six required directional σ-bonds between Bi-Se, which follows the standard valence shell electron pair repulsion (VSEPR) rule and has been discussed fully from the chemical bond perspective.
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The concept of orbital hybridization has been applied to the silicon crystal (Si=[Ne]3s 2 3p 2 ) as a textbook example, where covalent σ-bonds between Si-Si are formed via the overlap of tetrahedral-shaped half-filled sp 3 hybridized orbital. However, for the fixed number of valence shell electrons in Bi and Se, and the resolved octahedral coordination from structure analysis, there are many possible ways to arrange how chemical bonds are formed, as long as the total number of valence electrons and coordinations are conserved. The typical hybridization of s-p-d electrons to satisfy an octahedral coordination is the hybridized sp 3 d 2 orbitals having six directional lobes in octahedral shape, various orbital hybridization models have been proposed for the Bi 2 Se 3 -type quintuple layer compounds since 1958. [10] [11] [12] Unfortunately all early proposed molecular models were correct on the valence electron counts without considering the unique requirement of surface conduction, mostly because the latter condition was only introduced in the latest development of topological material research.
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Based on the valence shell electrons of Bi and Se, the octahedral coordination of BiSe 6 and SeBi 6 , and the sp 3 d 2 orbital hybridization of six directional lobes, we propose an extended valence bond model for the Bi 2 Se 3 quintuple unit as shown in Fig. 1(b) . A correct molecular model must contain bonding characters which are consistent to the unique physical properties of a condensed matter state, i.e., the inferred electron distribution of Bi 2 Se 3 must reflect the unique requirement of conducting surface and insulating bulk simultaneously. The main characters of Bi include high Z number, large atomic size, and the large principal quantum number that implies close spacing between energy levels (E n ∝ n 2 ), i.e., strong spin-orbit coupling is more likely to occur across a narrow gap, which allows spontaneous exchange between the Zeeman-like magnetic energy gain/loss and the electric potential rise/drop.
To explain the insulator nature of the bulk part of a topological insulator, we find the insulating nature for the bulk of Bi 2 Se 3 is consistent to the assignment of σ-bond between Bi-Se, and electrons bound in the σ-bond region in real space correspond to the valence band within band picture description in the reciprocal space. Comparing to the typical semiconductor of Si crystal (E g ∼1 eV) which have covalent σ-bonds through overlapped half-filled hybrid sp 3 orbital of four tetrahedral directional lobes, it is reasonable to form similar σ-bonds in Bi 2 Se 3 through the overlap of hybrid sp 3 d 2 orbital having six half-filled directional octahedral lobes. On the other hand, unlike the perfect covalent bond of Si crystal with much higher melting point of 1414
• C, the electronegativity (EN) difference between Bi (EN=2.02) and Se (EN=2.55) implies the σ-bond is weakly polarized. In addition, the lower binding energy of high principal quantum number (n∼ 4-6) for Bi(Se) is consistent to the characters of Bi 2 Se 3 , including a narrow band gap of ∼0.2-0.3 eV, 13 a low melting point of 705
• C, and the longer bond length between Bi-Se.
1
To explain the unique surface-only conduction of a topological insulator, surface band inversion as a result of strong spin-orbit coupling has been proposed for the partially filled p-orbitals in Bi 2 Se 3 .
3 In the real space view, the Se atoms on both sides of each quintuple layer (Se1-layer shown in Fig. 1 ) have three out of six lobes of hybrid sp 3 d 2 orbital being unpaired and dangling in the excited state, unless a unique 2D chemical bonding emerges, which must be closely related to the surface conduction mechanism of excitonic nature in 2D. While there are no itinerant electrons available according to present molecular model, only a system of partially localized electrons in the three unpaired dp 3 d 2 lobes per Se1 being shared by six neighboring Se1 atoms on the surface (see Fig. 1(b) ), it is likely that partial localization could lead to surface conduction via local electron exchange in 2D.
It is inspiring to find that a similar puzzling observation has been found in the 1D conducting polymer of unexpected high conductivity, which has been proposed coming from the partially localized electrons being shared dynamically as a conjugated π-bond system in 1D.
14 In addition, similar surface conduction can also be identified in graphene through a conjugated π-bond system in 2D, where each half-filled p z orbital per carbon is shared by three neighboring carbon atoms in the honeycomb lattice to form a surface π-bond instantaneously.
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We propose that a similar π-bond system could also be identified on the surface of Bi 2 Se 3 , i.e., side-to-side overlap of the three half-filled hybridized sp 3 d 2 lobes per Se1 may form three π-bonds among Se1-Se1 on the surface of each quintuple layer. In addition, the three halffilled sp 3 d 2 lobes per Se1 must be shared by six neighboring Se1 atoms in the same plane without breaking the six-fold symmetry in 2D, which could be viewed as symmetry-protected topological orders in real space. The sharing requirement of the π-bond electrons can be viewed as a conjugated π-bond system responsible for the unique 2D conduction. In search of the proposed conjugated π-bond system in Bi 2 Se 3 , electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) and electron density (ED) mapping have been studied in the following.
III. ELECTRON DENSITY MAPPING OF Bi2Se3
The crystal structure of implied atomic periodic arrangement has been determined with diffraction techniques with confidence, however, the actual bonding electron distribution existing between atoms remains unclear. In fact, X-ray incident beam of energy near ∼8 keV (copper target) is diffracted by the periodic electron density instead of the nuclei, i.e, the analysis based on Bragg law often ignores the periodicity of pure electron clouds, such as the electrons in the σ-bonds with their own periodicity as an "electronic crystal". For the ideal covalent compound with atomic periodicity and pure σ-bond as an insulator, the "electronic crystal" shares identical symmetry to the "atomic crystal", except for a small shift in real space depending on the degree of polarization of the σ-bond being determined by the electron negativity. For example, the Si crystal having perfect covalent bonds would have a 1 2 (Si-Si) distance shift between the "electronic crystal" formed with σ-bond electron clouds relative to the "atomic crystal", and there is no need to distinguish the two having identical point symmetry, especially when there is great difference on electron density. In particular, the reciprocal k-space information obtained using diffraction technique does not distinguish the two contributions. On the other hand, in the compound having mixed ionic and covalent bonds, or when a new type of chemical bond emerges, the "electronic crystal" will not be necessary to have the identical point symmetry to the "atomic crystal". The most dramatic example can be found in the layered compounds having vdW gap between layers, such as the transition metal dichalcogenide (TMDC) of TiSe 2 and Bi 2 Se 3 , the valence electrons of Se across the vdW gap must not be able to form chemical bonds similar to those between intra-layer Bi-Se in the form of σ-bond.
The real space electron density (ED) distribution can be extracted from the diffraction data with the aid of inverse Fourier transform of the X-ray diffraction data, i.e., converting the symmetry information from the reciprocal space in k to the real space in r. The theoretical foundation to apply Fourier transform analysis in crystal- lography has been documented thoroughly previously. 17 The bonding nature and the distribution of electrons condensed in the bonding region can be clearly visualized using this technique. The powerful ED mapping from the inverse Fourier transform has been demonstrated on exploring the nature of chemical bonds in Si crystal (covalent bond) and LiF (ionic bond), 18 as well as in the layered material Na 2 Ni 2 TeO 6 and the prototype topological crystalline insulator Pb 1−x Sn x Se.
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Beginning with the refined powder X-ray diffraction pattern measured at room temperature, the electron density distribution in real space can be extracted from the inverse Fourier transform of the X-ray diffraction data with the structure factors by employing the General Structure Analysis System (GSAS) program, 21 as shown in Fig. 2 for Bi 2 Se 3 . The electron density contour map of a specific plane is obtainable by slicing the 3D electron density distribution below and above the selected atomic plane in the vicinity of ±0.1Å. The ED contour maps near the Se2 (z=0.62-0.68) and Se1 layers (z=0.52-0.56) are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , respectively. For the Se2-layer, the projection of electron cloud representing the paired electrons within six σ-bonds between Se2-Bi for each SeBi 6 octahedron can be identified clearly, which supports the validity of the proposed molecular model under the assumption of sp 3 d 2 orbital hybridization. For the Se1-layer sitting near the vdW gap (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 4(a) ), each Se1 atom facing the inner quintuple side is expected to form three σ-bonds with three Bi atoms, and the three unpaired electrons per Se1 on the surface side must contribute to the van der Waals attractive force bridging quintuple layers, or being dangling on the crystal surface. The three σ-bonds pointing toward the Bi atoms into the quintuple layer can be identified conclusively as the red ovals of three-fold symmetry, as compared in Fig. 4(b) -(c). Since there are six unpaired electrons per Se1 ([Ar]3d 10 4s 2 4p 4 ), after three unpaired electrons per Se1 have formed three σ-bonds with the neighboring three Bi atoms in the quintuple layer, additional ED circled in blue color having a three-fold symmetry can be assigned corresponding to the remaining three unpaired electrons per Se1 reasonably. While the unpaired electrons at the excited state are expected to be unstable and must seek for additional bonding in the condensed matter, electric dipole formation across the vdW gap is an option, otherwise the remaining unpaired electrons per Se1 must be exposed to the crystal surface as dangling bonds in the excited state.
Following the assignment of three unpaired electrons in sp 3 d 2 hybrid orbital to the σ-bond formation with three neighboring Bi atoms and three remaining unpaired for those facing the vdW gap or the crystal surface, it is puzzling to find one extra set of ED having a six-fold symmetry centering at Se1 atoms (dashed orange ovals in Fig. 4(c) ) can be identified, which is totally unexpected when all six valence electrons per Se1 are exhausted. We speculate that the extra electron clouds of six-fold symmetry could be coming from an emergent chemical bond among surface Se1 atoms, i.e., a novel 2D electron condensation may have occurred on the surface of Se1-layer facing the vdW gap side. Judging from the possible side-to-side orbital overlap of the three half-filled sp 3 d 2 lobes per Se1, it is possible that additional π-bonds are formed on both sides of each Bi 2 Se 3 quintuple layer, similar to that proposed in graphene.
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Since there are three unpaired electrons per Se1 on each side of a quintuple layer, a π-bond trimer of three-fold symmetry in 2D is expected. However, in order to allow each π-bond trimer being shared by the six neighboring Se1 atoms in the same plane without breaking the six-fold atomic symmetry in 2D, it must be shared statistically as a conjugated π-bond trimer, which has been reflected on the six-fold symmetry of ED as shown in Fig. 4(c) , instead of a three-fold symmetry expected for a static single π-bond trimer. These results are consistent to the time lapse manner of X-ray diffraction data taking. In addition, we postulate that a three-fold symmetry breaking could be observed with ultrafast probing techniques, which is supported indirectly by the calculated different bond lengths among carbon atoms via Monte Carlo simulation for graphene having a similar conjugated π-bond system. 35 Electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) is used to explore the characteristics of the possible π-bond bonding electrons through the plasmonic absorption spectrum in the following.
IV. EELS STUDIES OF π AND σ BONDS IN Bi2Se3
Electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) has been used to explore the kinetic energy loss of incident electron beam through energy absorption mechanisms, including intra-and inter-band transitions and excitations of phonon and plasmon origin. In particular, the low-loss region (energy loss < 50 eV) in the EELS spectra contains useful information concerning the collective modes of valence electron excitation, e.g., surface and volume plasmons and the single-particle excitations like inter-band transitions and low-lying core-level ionizations. 23, 24 Although the plasmonic excitation of topological insulators has been explored with EELS and Terahertz experiments before, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] we find that an intuitive understanding from the chemical bond perspective is lacking.
The representative EELS spectra for graphite and Bi 2 Se 3 are compared in Fig. 5(c)-(d) . 15, 30 The spectral features near 7 and 27 eV for graphite have been demonstrated to be plasmon resonances related to the π and (π+σ) electrons with effective number of electrons per atom of n π and (n π +n σ ), respectively.
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The ratio of n π :(n π +n σ ) corresponding to the collective oscillation modes near 7 and 27 eV for graphite have been estimated to be ∼0.25 from the imaginary part of the EELS spectra, which is consistent to the expected value of n π :(n π +n σ )=1:(1+3)=0.25 based on the proposed molecular model for graphite (graphene). 32 The experimentally extracted n π and n σ values strongly suggest that the participating electrons for the assigned π plasmon and the (π+σ) plasmon are coming from the unpaired electron in p z orbital and the three electrons in the hybridized sp 2 orbitals per carbon, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 5(a) .
The EELS spectrum for Bi 2 Se 3 shown in Fig. 5 (d) reveals two main spectral features near 7 and 17 eV, which is in good agreement with those reported in the literature. 33 The two weak peaks at ∼26.4 and 28.4 eV can be identified as the Bi O 4,5 -edge excitation from Bi 5d electrons within an octahedral coordination. 30, 33 Following the same interpretation that has been applied to the EELS spectrum of graphite (Fig. 5(c) 
1,30
Based on the proposed chemical bond model for Bi 2 Se 3 having σ-bonds in the bulk and π-bonds on the surface facing vdW gap ( Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 4(b) ), in order to count the effective number of electrons participating in the collective resonance of electrons in π-and σ-bonds per 2D quintuple unit (highlighted in the right inset of Fig. 6 ), not the 3D unit cell that contains three sets of quintuples including two vdW gaps without σ-bonds in between (right inset of Fig. 6 ), there would be 10 σ-bonds (20 paired electrons) between Bi-Se and 6 unpaired electrons for the two Se1 atoms per 2D quintuple unit without double counting. The expected ratio of n π :(n π +n σ ) would be 6:(6+20)=0.23 per 2D quintuple unit. For the assigned collective oscillation modes near 7 eV (π plasmons) and 17 eV ( (π+σ) plasmons) having effective participating numbers of n π and (n π + n σ ), respectively, the ratio of n π :(n π +n σ ) has been estimated from the imaginary part of the EELS spectrum to be ∼ 1.4 : 5.1 = 0.27, as shown in Fig. 6(c) , which is in agreement with the predicted value within error. In particular, when the vacancy of Se is counted, 1 the ratio should be reduced and closer to the predicted ratio of 0. 23 Since π-bond has often been found and discussed in the systems like graphene and polymers for carbon atoms of particularly small atom size with partially filled p orbital, 34,35 the finding of π-bond in a non-carbon system is rare, although evidence of π-bond existence has also been found in Pb 1−x Sn x Se recently. 19, 36 In order to confirm that π-bonds do exist near the surface, we have carried out scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) in an aloof geometry with the electron probe positioned at a distance of ∼1 nm from the surface, as illustrated in the inset of Fig. 5(c)-(d) . 30 We find that the lower absorption peak representing π plasmons is shifted to a slightly lower binding energy when EELS data were taken from the near-surface region for both graphite and Bi 2 Se 3 . In addition, the higher energy absorption that contains the mixing of σ plasmons is significantly reduced, which implies that π-bonds must exist near the crystal surface only. As a supporting evidence to the current STEM-EELS study results, we find that similar π-and σ-bonds from sp 2 and sp 3 hybridized orbitals have been identified by the time-resolved femtosecond EELS with convincing self-consistent density functional theory calculations. 15 The latest momentum resolved inelastic electron scattering study also identified the acoustic plasmon mode on the surface of Bi 2 Se 3 .
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V. QUANTUM CHEMISTRY CALCULATION OF SURFACE π-BOND
The existence of π-bond in the topological crystalline insulator Pb 1−x Sn x Se has been verified experimentally through electron density mapping and EELS. 19 The validity of π-bond formation via side-to-side half-filled 6p z orbital overlap at a critical distance between Pb-Pb was confirmed by the electron density contour mapping through quantum chemistry calculation also. As illustrated in Fig. 1(b) , current extended valence bond model for Bi 2 Se 3 suggests that the Se1-layer near the vdW gap has a hybrid sp 3 d 2 orbital per Se1. Three half-filled lobes of sp 3 d 2 hybrid orbital per Se1 contribute to the three σ-bonds linking Se1-Bi within quintuple layer, and the remaining three half-filled lobes must point out facing the vdW gap or the crystal surface. Similar to the 6p z orbital overlap as π-bond formation among Pb atoms in Pb 1−x Sn x Se, we believe that the three unpaired electrons of hybrid sp 3 d 2 orbital (n=4) on the surface of Se1-layer could also form π-bonds, which can be simplified and tested with the side-to-side 4p z orbital overlap of neighboring Se1 atoms in the same plane. For the surface Se-Se atoms in hexagonal close packing, the surface inter-Se1 distance is ∼3.93Å. Quantum chemistry calculations for the surface Se-Se pair in Bi 2 Se 3 have been performed using the 4p z wave functions. The calculation started from the probability function (|Ψ(x, y, z)| 2 ) of the corresponding nπ bond orbital wave functions Ψ nπ (x, y, z)=N (ψ n10 + ψ n10 ), where ψ n10 is an np z orbital function (n=4) for the atom of interest. The electron density distribution between 4p z pairs as a function of inter-atomic distance is presented for Se-Se pairs in Fig. 7 . The two atoms are located along the xaxis and the Slater rule 19 is adopted for each atom to construct the 4p z wave function. It is apparent that π-bonds are formed by the two half-filled 4p z orbital pairs when the inter-Se distances are close to the equilibrium Se-Se bond lengths of r • =3.93Å for Bi 2 Se 3 , i.e., the outer shell electrons re-distribute from the localized near-nuclei region to outer shell region between Se-Se pair, which strongly supports the validity of the proposed π-bond formation on the surface of each Bi 2 Se 3 quintuple layer. In addition, the π-bond formation is found particularly sensitive to the interatomic distance for the Se-Se pair, as revealed by the significant drop of electron density near the proposed π-bond region when interatomic distance is enlarged by 10-30%.
FIG. 6. (color online)
The raw data of EELS spectrum of Bi2Se3 is shown in (a), and the real (ǫ1) and imaginary (ǫ2) parts are shown in (b). The insets of (b) are blow-up views of ǫ1 near zero, which suggest the existence of a collective oscillation (plasmon) when ǫ1 passes zero with a positive slope. 23 For each 2D quintuple unit cell as highlighted in yellow on the right inset, there are two Bi and three Se atoms linked by 10 σ-bonds within and 6 unpaired electrons on the layer surfaces facing vdW gap without double counting, the effective number of electrons (n ef f ) participating in the collective resonance are calculated from ǫ2 (see Appendix) and shown in (c) to be nπ:(nπ+nσ) ∼ 1.4 : 5.1.
VI. REAL SPACE VIEW OF SYMMETRY-PROTECTED TOPOLOGICAL ORDERS
Based on the proposed valence bond model with added π-bond modification for Bi 2 Se 3 (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 ), there are three unpaired electrons per Se1 facing the vdW gap or on the crystal surface. However, there are six neighboring Se1 atoms in the same plane arranged in hexagonal shape without symmetry breaking, the proposed three π-bonds cannot satisfy all six Se1-Se1 pairs simultaneously. If we choose to create a 2D lattice of Se1 bonded with surface π-bonds only and pick any Se1 as the origin, there would be three choices to arrange the unpaired electrons into the proposed surface π-bonds, i.e., the electrons condensed in π-bonds are allowed to fill the middle of all Se1-Se1 pairs within the 2D crystal unit kept in hexagonal symmetry, as shown in Fig. 8(a) with the dashed ovals. It is important to note that although the three π-bond configurations for the Se1 hexagonal 2D unit seem to be different in real space locally, these three patterns can be generated via an adiabatic rotational or translational symmetry operation interchangeably. In particular, these three configurations are degenerated at the same energy state when being extended to the infinity as a 2D condensed matter. In an alternative description, the three real space electronic configurations via π-bond formation has a topological phase of multiple topological orders which are protected by the symmetry. More specifically, Bi 2 Se 3 has a topological phase with multiple topological orders protected by the time reversal symmetry, especially in view of the π-bond trimer under clockwise and anti-clockwise quantum fluctuation.
In order for each π-bond trimer per Se1 being shared by the six neighboring Se1-Se1 pairs among the three possi- ble configurations in real space, the π-bond trimer could form a conjugated system similar to that of the π-bond in graphene, 5 except that the only one π-bond per carbon is shared by three C-C pairs in the honeycomb lattice in space and time statistically (see Fig. 5(a) ), which allows π-bond to be formed randomly and dynamically, similar to the concept of a Resonating Valence Bond (RVB), or the three-electron chemical bond model discussed by L. Pauling in 1931. 37 The π-bonds fluctuating in space and time can be viewed as a conjugated system with a symmetry-protected topological phase, similar to those observed in 1D conductive polymers. 38 In fact, the 1D Majumda-Ghosh chain which contains spin singlet pairs can also be viewed as a conjugated system having translational symmetry-protected topological orders. 39 Similar concept linking fractional charge and the topology in polyacetylene and graphene has been discussed before. 40 We propose that the surface π-bond trimer of Bi 2 Se 3 could also form a conjugated system, i.e., even any one of the three real space configurations shown in Fig. 8(a) can be chosen as the ground state of the lowest enthalpy (H), especially in the occurrence of Peierls-like electronphonon coupling that may lead to instantaneous 2D symmetry breaking from C 6 to C 3 symmetries upon electron condensation, the raised configurational entropy (∆S) can be used to lower the free energy further thermodynamically, as stated in the form of Gibbs free energy defined by G = H − T ∆S.
The ED contour mapping of Se1-layer cut (Fig. 4) revealed that all three configurations (Fig. 8(a) ) are equally populated based on the preserved symmetries and intensities assigned to the σ-bonds in 3D and the π-bonds in 2D. Since the observed ED mapping of Se1-layer is a cut from diffraction data taken within a time period, all symmetry information regardless possible different real space patterns are collected via inverse Fourier transform and being overlapped in the end. For example, the blue circles in three-fold symmetry (see Fig. 4 and Fig. 8) representing the distribution of electrons in the unpaired state, and the orange ovals of six-fold symmetry representing the two configurations of π-bond trimer of 60
• rotation, which cannot be present simultaneously. The observation that all three configurations are equally distributed statistically by the diffraction technique suggests a random distribution in space and time, in addition, all configurations must be long range entangled in space at any instance. Interestingly, current real space chemical bond model containing surface conjugated π-bond system also implies the randomness on handedness for the π-bond trimer, which is equivalent to the theoretical description for a Z 2 -type topological insulator containing a time-reversal symmetry protected topological orders. 
VII. π-BOND SYSTEM ON THE CRYSTAL SURFACE AND IN THE VDW GAP
It is reasonable to assume that the conjugated π-bond system in the vdW gap may create an attractive force (vdW force) once effective electric dipoles are formed by the π-bond trimer systems across the vdW gap, as illustrated in Fig. 8(b)-(c) . The electric dipoles across the vdW gap are formed with the π-bond electron clouds in an anti-ferroelectric ordering to avoid Coulomb repulsion naturally. In particular, the additional binding energy for the π-bond electrons in the vdW gap has been detected by the ARPES measurement to show the Dirac point sitting below the Fermi level, 7, 41 which suggests that the bounded π-bond electrons in the vdW gap cannot be responsible for a conventional conduction as itinerant electrons described in the Fermi liquid theory. Instead, the unique surface conduction of Bi 2 Se 3 could be coming from the conjugated π-bond system on the crystal surface mainly, which is similar to that of graphene as the prototype 2D conductor and the 1D conducting polymer.
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Comparing the 2D contributions of π-bond electrons from the only one physical crystal surface and the multiple vdW gaps, the spectral weight of the former is expected to be weaker in both ED and ARPES spectra. We speculate that 2D conduction for electrons bound in the vdW gaps remains possible, because the π-bond trimer pairs across the vdW gap are under constant quantum fluctuation within our proposed model, which allows local electron exchange in 2D persistently. In addition, excitonic conduction is also possible for a narrow gap system with the help of SOC mechanism. Similar argument can be applied to explain why the gapped bi-layer graphene and graphite are good conductors still. 42 It is proposed that the so-called surface conduction of a topological insulator could be misleading and should be viewed coming from a 2D conduction mechanism which is not necessarily on the crystal surface, especially when unpaired electrons of Se on the crystal surface can be easily bound with the reactive oxygen in the air in reality. Above all, the linear dispersion of E(k) represents the energy-momentum relationship of quasi-free electrons confined in 2D plane, not necessarily on the physical surface of a 3D crystal, in contrast to the itinerant electrons of parabolic E(k) dispersion relationship found in a conventional 3D electronic system. Both cases of gapless (i.e., cones touch at single Dirac point) or narrow gap with strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC) in 2D suggest an unique 2D conduction mechanism which is different from the itinerant electron concept applied to the conventional 3D system, the former has been identified in graphene successfully, and topological insulator could be a typical example for the latter.
VIII.
Bi2Se3 AS A QUASI-2D MATERIAL
The 3D atomic crystal structure of Bi 2 Se 3 has been described with the space group R3m through X-ray and neutron diffraction experiments convincingly. Since there are three formula units per 3D unit cell as shown in Fig. 9(a) , a primitive rhombohedral unit cell has been chosen for the Brillouin zone in k-space constructed for band picture calculation.
3 While it is common to derive the band structure of a crystalline material following its real space crystal symmetry, i.e., using the atomic planes of d hkl -spacing with corresponding normal vector in kdirection, it is under the assumption that band structure can be constructed via infinite extension of unit cells from discrete energy levels to band continuum along three dimensions in real space. However, there is no inter-layer electron exchange for 2D materials across the vdW gap, i.e., the Coulomb-type interaction is an "action at a distance" between layers, which implies that the band calculation based on the assumption of infinite extension along the inter-layer c-direction should be re-examined.
Strictly speaking, Bi 2 Se 3 should be categorized as a quasi-2D crystalline material of finite penta-atomic layer thickness, as shown in Fig. 9, being (color online) (a) The 3D crystal unit cell of Bi2Se3 is described with space group R3m in hexagonal form of aH=4.143Å and cH =28.636Å, which contains three formula units per cell.
1 The intra-layer stacking is shown in fcc close packing of ABCABC sequence and the quintuple layers are stacked in
To complete a cycle of five monoatomic layers, the 3D primitive unit cell can be identified with the rhombohedral unit cell of aR=9.840Å and γ=24.304
• , but it passes three vdW gaps without electron exchange. (b) The 2D unit cell of Bi2Se3 is identified from the single quintuple layer (highlighted in (a)), which is allowed to extend along the aH-direction but must terminate at one cH without extension and sharing. under ultrahigh electric field or the occurrence of excitonic conduction under high temperature and narrow gap conditions, there should be no electron exchange or wave function overlap exists between quintuple layers in normal conditions. Although the atomic ordering along three dimensions follows the point symmetry operation of R3m exactly, there is no electronic correlation across the three vdW gaps per 3D unit cell, as depicted by the chosen rhombohedral primitive unit cell ( Fig. 9(a) ). Since the electron exchange is restricted within each quintuple layer, infinite extension along the a H -direction is allowed, but the c H -direction must be terminated to one penta-atomic thickness only, as illustrated in Fig. 9(b) by the 2D unit cell of Bi 2 Se 3 . As a result, all quintuple layers are independent and electronically equivalent, the A ′ B ′ C ′ A ′ B ′ C ′ inter-layer stacking has no electronic correlation at all but a Coulomb-type interaction of action at a distance.
Based on the analysis shown above, the ARPES observed band picture should be interpreted coming from the energy dispersion relation E(k) of bound electrons per quintuple layer with finite thickness, instead of coming from a crystal of implied 3D crystal symmetry having assumed electron correlation between layers. The key difference between the conventional 3D material and the quasi-2D material like Bi 2 Se 3 is the finite thickness for the latter. Although it is common to apply Fourier transform technique using the real space 3D crystal symmetry to generate the corresponding BZ shown in the reciprocal space, it could be misleading when applying the same procedure to the quasi-2D material of finite thickness per layer. We propose that a new band calculation for Bi 2 Se 3 is required, which must be based on a proper choice of 2D primitive unit cell from the single quintuple layer of finite penta-atomic thickness, instead of using the 3D rhombohedral primitive unit cell that passes through three vdW gaps of vacuum without electron exchange.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the integrated study of crystal symmetry, surface atomic coordination, and outer-shell valence elec-tron distribution, we have proposed an extended valence bond model to interpret the unique physical properties of Bi 2 Se 3 being an important candidate of high ZT thermoelectric material and also a Z 2 -type topological insulator. Conjugated π-bond system on the surface of each Bi 2 Se 3 quintuple layer has been proposed to be responsible for the 2D conduction mechanism similar to that of graphene. Supporting experimental evidences for the existence of a 2D conjugated π-bond system in the vdW gap and on the crystal surface are provided by the volume plasmons detected with EELS studies and the electron density contour mapping obtained from the inverse Fourier transform of X-ray diffraction. The proposed extended valence bond model has provided a powerful real space interpretation to the Dirac cone energy dispersion of a 2D electron system. In addition, the proposed π-bond system is able to provide a reasonable explanation to the origin of vdW force for the layered compounds for the first time. We believe the inclusion of the concept of conjugated π-bond system in real space view is valuable to understand why topological material is important, and how to develop more for application from the material science and chemical perspectives.
X. APPENDIX: ENERGY LOSS DUE TO PLASMON EXCITATION
Plasmon can be understood as collective longitudinal charge-density oscillation of free electron gas in the bulk induced by the passing incident electron beam. The free electrons in the solids are initially repelled and displaced from their original positions, but the displaced electrons will attempt to restore to their original positions after the bombardment of the incident electron beam. The resulting oscillation process in the form of local electron density variation has a characteristic frequency to be quantitatively described by the dielectric theory.
When a beam of incident electrons of energy E • and momentumhk • penetrates the material, scattering by an inelastic event results in a loss of energyhω (∆E) and momentum transferhq. The differential inelastic scattering cross-section of a material can be characterized by a complex dielectric function ǫ(q, ω) as
where ǫ(q, ω)=ǫ 1 (q, ω)+iǫ 2 (q, ω) and Im[ is called the energy-loss function. The energy loss function appears as a weak ǫ2 peak at the plasma frequency (ω p ) and the real part of the dielectric function ǫ1(ω p )=0 has a positive slope. The effective number of electrons per formula unit participating in the plasmonic oscillation (n ef f ) can be estimated via
where m • is the free electron mass and N is the density of atoms in the material, and the effective number of electrons contribute up to the frequency ω. 
